
 

 

 

     
  

  

 

 

A. RELATIVE CLAUSES: Rewrite these statements turning them into relative clauses 

using the following words (which, who, whom, whose, where). DO NOT forget 

punctuation marks.  

  

1. Albert Einstein was a scientist. He developed the Theory of Relativity. 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. A phone is a device. It is used to communicate people. 

         ________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Cartagena is a Colombian city. A lot of people want to go there on vacation. 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Thomas Alva Edison was an American inventor. His creations are famous all around the 

world. 

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

     

B. PASSIVE VOICE: Place the words in the right order to make passive voice sentences  

 

by  Gutemberg  the Universe    By Germany  was invented 

by  

was invaded  The printing 

press 

phycisists  is studied  Poland  

 

1._____________________________________________________________________  

_______________________________________________________________________ 

2._____________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

3._____________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
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C. TIME CLAUSES: Fill in the gaps using the words from the box . 

  

soon  are able     had  nowadays  last night     

did  not     will be        will be         future     years  

  

1. (1)__________ , people (2)__________ to buy  things online.  

  

2. (3)__________, many endangered species(4)__________ extinct.  

  

3. Some (5)__________  ago, cellphones  (6)__________  exist.  

  

4. In the (7)__________important environmental reserves (8)__________  destroyed.  

 

5. (8) _________ I (9)__________ dinner in your house.   

  

D. SHOWING AGREEMENT: Choose one of the options to complete the conversation.   

  

1. Sarah: I went to the party last night, It 

was awesome.  

Tracy: Really?________ but I didn't see 

you there.   

 

a) I didn't  

b) So did I  

c) Neither did I  

  

2. Charlie: I love fast food   

Roger:______________. It is bad for your 

health.  

 

a) I do too  

b) I don't  

c) I won't  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  
3. Frank: I am very good at playing the 

piano.   

Joseph: _____________ but I am good at 

the guitar. 

 

a) I am.  

b) I don't.  

c) I am not.  

  

4. Paul: I love Italian bread 

Joss: Really? ______. 

 

a) So do I.  

b) I am not  

c) I will  

  

5. Ben: I don't like to play soccer at all  

Andrew:___________  

 

a) I don't  

b) Neither do I  

c) I do neither  



 

 

 

 

E. PASSIVE VOICE: Complete the following statements using the correct form of the verb.  

  
had been invaded     have been created     is being learned     is studied     
was  invented        was directed     will be sold  is studying       

  

A. The Universe (1)_________________ by  physicists.   

B. The printing press (2)_________________  by Gutenberg.  

C. Poland  (3)_________________ by  Germany  by the beginning by September 1939.   

D. The Lord of the Rings trilogy (4)_________________ by Peter Jackson.   

E. Many useful devices for mankind (5)_________________  by Engineers.   

F. English (6)_________________  worldwide for business ,traveling and academic 

purposes.   

G. Cheaper car models (7)_________________ in the next 10 years.     

  

F. PAST, PRESENT & FUTURE. Match the columns to get meaningful sentences.   

  

__Recently,                      1. I felt terrible. Now I am feeling better.  

__Last week,                  2. that’s why she fainted yesterday.  

__In the last few days,         3. Sam was watching T.V.  

__She is having eating disorders,      4. he has worked too hard, he should slow down.   

__When Jack arrived           5. I have read a lot of science fiction books.  

__Last week,                  6. I Finished reading “The illustrated" man by Ray                                          

.                                                                 Bradbury.  

  

G. MAKING REQUESTS AND EXPRESSING DESIRES: Choose the correct response.   

  

1. Why would you like to be chef?  

  

a) I like to be a chef because I can create new recipes.  

b) I`d like to become a chef because I like to create new recipes.  

c) I don`t like because I like to create new recipes.  

d) I will like to become a Chef because I enjoy creating new recipes.  

  

2. Would you like to go to the cinema?   

  

a) Yes, I could to.  

b) Yes, I like to go to the cinema and watch mystery movies every week. 

c) Sure, I can`t.  

d) Sure, I`d love to.  

  



 

 

 

   

3. Would you prefer to study Art or Sciences?  

  

a) I'd like, because I could contribute to Medicine or Chemistry.  

b) I would prefer to study science because I could contribute either to Medicine or to Chemistry.  

c) I won`t like any, because I could contribute to Medicine or Chemistry.  

d) I can study both, because I could contribute both to Medicine and to Chemistry.  

  

 

4. Would you please pick me up at the airport?  

  

a) Of course, I could.  What time should I be there?  

b) Yes, you can. What time should I be there?  

c) Of course, what time should I be there?  

d) Yes, I did. What time should I be there?  

  

  

  

   

  

  

  

  

  


